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HEALTH

CPR Status: High Level Summary
•

•

•

CPR is still performing above requirement after:
– Nearly 14 years in orbit (aka: >7x original mission duration design)
– More than 38K power cycles in orbit (~15 per day since Nov 2011)
– All functions stable
CPR is still on the primary amplifier (CPI’s EIK + JPL’s HVPS)
– Current trends indicate there is a chance we’ll want to switch next winter (see
next several slides) if the EIK aging accelerates.
– Analysis of long term trends in October 2020 will be used to make the call.
CPR acquires data approximately 55 minutes every 99 (1 orbit) to avoid stressing the
spacecraft battery
– It starts transmitting about 8 minutes after the spacecraft emerges from the dark
side. So, in MJJ we miss almost entirely Antarctica.
– It stops transmitting less than a minute before entering the dark side. So we don’t
miss the Arctic.
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MDZ
Minimum Detectable
Reflectivity Factor – Global view

Baseline dBZ from Oct 2006

-29.8

-30.8
CPR Minimum Detectable Reflectivity varies with the number of pulses
sent (latitudinal banding) the temperature of the background (land-oceanice contrasts) and with the hardware performance.
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Minimum Detectable ReflectivityMDZ
Factor – Since mission start

Note the red limit switchover threshold is
degraded two dBZ compared to the
previously planned switchover limit shown in
yellow.
Primary hardware performance is
summarized by the blue curve that includes
measured decline in transmit power and drift
in calibration. Other minor contributions not
included amount to less than 0.2 dB.
OVERALL as of Dec 2019 the MDZ was
estimated to be approx.: -25.5 ±-0.5 dB
with a rate of approx. 0.75 dB/year (in the
prior 1.5 years)

Yellow limit shown at -4dB corresponds to -26 dBZ minimum signal
Red limit shown at -6dB corresponds to -24 dBZ minimum signal
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Minimum Detectable ReflectivityMDZ
Factor – Past two years

Note the red limit switchover threshold is
degraded two dBZ compared to the
previously planned switchover limit shown in
yellow.
Primary hardware performance is
summarized by the blue curve that includes
measured decline in transmit power and drift
in calibration. Other minor contributions not
included amount to less than 0.2 dB.
OVERALL as of Dec 2019 the MDZ was
estimated to be approx.: -25.5 ±-0.5 dB
with a rate of approx. 0.75 dB/year (in the
prior 1.5 years)

Yellow limit shown at -4dB corresponds to -26 dBZ minimum signal
Red limit shown at -6dB corresponds to -24 dBZ minimum signal
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CAL

Absolute & Relative End-to-end
Calibration Automation
These are the long
term reference
curves of ocean
Normalized Radar
Cross Section as
function of wind
speed and SST.

In the next slide the
NRCS anomaly is
defined as the
difference between
the observed NRCS
and what is
predicted by these
curves.
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Calibration History
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The dip observed in L2B is a calibration drift of ~0.5dB. It started around the end of
2012 and ended at the end of 2017. It affects the R04 data. It is corrected in R05.
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Comparison of calibration drift in
black and R05 correction in blue

HEALTH
Body Current is a measure of EIK ‘waste’
July 2006 – Jan 07 2020
Tx Pwr measurements are affected by coupling variations,
but Body current (i.e., measure of ‘waste’ in EIK) is completely independent.
Pre-launch criteria include “Doubling of Body Current” as predictor for end of EIK life
PRI 144 used before 2014224,
PRI 149 used after 2014224

Prime Mission :
‘No visible sign of
aging’: that’s the
flatness of this curve.

Increase started June 10, 2018
Plateau hit June 14, 2018

In DO-Op the EIK inverted the
trend. The baseline is long enough
now to believe it. Either the cooler
temperatures, or a drive point drift,
or the orbital power cycling are
improving the EIK efficiency. EIK
seems happy in DO-Op.

CPR EIK performance recap
•

No prediction of future EIK performance is made.

•

If the current trend observed over the last 18 months of a 0.75 dB/yr
degradation holds, the minimum detectable signal (MDZ) will be at the
EIK red limit switchover threshold of -24dBz in July 2021.
– Due to operational constraints (to take advantage of the period of
the least amount of stability heater on time), the switchover will be
planned for Jan – Mar time period.

•

CPR minimum detectable signal is based on CPR transmit power (data
requires no down stream products and available near real time) and
calibration drift (requires L1B and L2B-GEOPROF, results available
with ~ two month lag time).

•

MDZ data is processed monthly.

•

There is an EIK switchover plan in place which results in a loss of 3
weeks of science data given nominal performance.
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CPR stability heater behavior recent history
Through summer of 2017, one of the two the thermostatically controlled CPR stability heaters was increasing
its duty cycle by about 90 seconds/year during eclipse which uses the battery. The other heater was off.
There was a three minute reduction between Aug 2017 and Aug 2018.
Aug 2019 saw a one minute increase over Aug 2018.
Aug 2017

25 min

Aug 2018
Aug 2019

20 min

15 min
10 min
5 min
0 min

Jan 2014

Jan 2020
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CPR Stability Heater potential mediation
•

•

In current DO-Op mode, the spacecraft HPA2 (High Powered Amplifier Side 2)
faces the sun.
– HPA1 (the redundant side which is unpowered) is not in sun.
Hip-Hop mode tested in Jan 2019 switches the spacecraft orientation relative to
the sun so the non-operational (cold) HPA1 gains solar heating.
– During the Hip-Hop test neither CPR stability heater came on.
– Due to operational constraints, there is some off-pointing of CPR in Hip-Hop
• The amount of time and the magnitude of off pointing varied from orbit
to orbit:
– Off pointing time: from 1307 to 3025 profiles, out of a total of
20855 profiles per orbit.
– Off pointing magnitude:
» Along track: 0.017 to 0.34 degrees (nominal is 0.16 degrees)
» Cross track: -0.22 to 0.19 degrees (nominal is 0 degrees)
» On average, 2534 of 20855 profiles have off nominal
pointing.
– Hip-Hop mode is not yet finalized for operational use.
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Post A-train Orbit Overview
•

Due to Cloudsat’s departure from the A-Train and formation of the
C-Train at a lower altitude the radar timing parameters were
modified.
– Previously, when flying in the A-Train they were set for 690km –
740km, the current altitude range for the C-Train orbit is 680km –
730km
– The radar timing parameters determine where the science window is
relative to the surface of the earth.
– Following the A-Train exit, the initial Table64 placed the science
window too high for R04 L2B-GEOPROF algorithm.
– Multiple updates were made in summer of 2018 to optimize the
placement of the science window.
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Post A-train Orbit Overview
Radar Parameter Suspect Profiles

Data from R05 L2B-GEOPROF
Time Period
2018

Table64 Version Percentage of
Percentage of
suspect profiles suspect profiles
pre-correction
post-correction

May 03 – Jul 09

6.6

3.1

1.7e -4

Jul 09 – Jul 30

6.7

0.094

1.9e -4

Jul 30 – Aug 29

6.8

0.057

1.6e -4

Aug 29 – Oct 30

6.9

7.7e -5

7.6e -5
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Number of pulses transmitted July
2006 – Jan 07 2020
CPPT: black curve is daily mean, red is max, blue is min
660

520

Jul 2006

Mean pulses in
DO-Op A-train:
630

Jan 2011

Mean pulses
DO-Op Ctrain: 643

Jan 2020
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CPR events since 2018 CCSTM
•
•

•

CPR off 12 Jan 2018 – 7 May 2018
– Wheel four issue and A-train exit
Radar timing parameters (Table64) updates:
– April 30, 2018 – Update for C-train operations
– July 9, 2018 – 1st correction
– July 30, 2018 – 2nd correction
– Aug 29, 2018 – 3rd correction
CPR off 12 Apr 2019 – 26 Apr 2019
– Issue during a maneuver led to a lack of science data for this
period.
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1B-R05 Product Status
•

The CPR L1B R05 release includes a correction to account for
calibration drift as noted in prior slides.
– The correction requires pre-processing the data which results in a
3-4 month lag time to release the data.

•

Time periods not yet released:
– 2018: May 3 to May 31 2018 due to unresolved issues currently
being worked.
– 2019: whole year. Similar issue seen from May 2018, root cause
under investigation.

•

Reminder to data users: for R05 there is a ‘Fix number’ (F##)
embedded in the file name. Make sure to check the CIRA site for
updates on any re-released data. The initial release starts with F00.
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TB94

L2B-TB94 status
Receiver Temperature

15C Mar 2015

Latitude

80N

Sep 2011

8C
Profile number since start of sunlight
•

Jul 2006

Profile number since start of sunlight

R05 L2B-TB94 has been released to the public for the pre-Do-Op period;
no issues since the last update in Nov 2014.
– Process Description and Interface Control Document for 2B-TB94 is on the CIRA
site.

•

80S

An attempt at creating L2B-TB94 for the Do-Op period is planned.
– AMSR-2 will take the place of AMSR-E
– The thermal range of the receiver temperature during Do-Op is much greater than
in standard operations

Operational Plans for next year
•

No planned changes to radar timing parameters as Cloudsat is now in
a stable C-Train orbit.

•

Continue to monitor Minimum Detectable Signal and CPR health for
potential EIK switchover.

•

Monitor CPR stability heater load to determine if Hip-Hop science mode
will be implemented in place of DO-Op science mode during the some
fraction of the most demanding months (Jul, Aug, Sep).
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